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March 1st—Last night’s Council meeting appointed Harvey Fleetwood, to fill the Council seat vacated when Peter Licht did not return to school this semester. Mr. Fleetwood was ap

Travel

by Barbara L. Gillman


tained at $300.00 upstairs travel and smoking in their rooms. Did you know that the commercial air fare from Amsterdam to Athens is $137.20? ID Card holders are eligible for only $45.00.

3. Hotel rooms can cost as little as $1.50 per night—with no cuffs.
4. Theaters and cinema.
5. Museums and galleries.
6. Stores and services.

Ordering the ID Card is also eligible for local tours within Europe which are often

The Gadsby Papers New Campus Newspaper

The Gadsby Papers, a new campus newsletter and magazine was distributed last week to mixed campus reaction. Editor-in-chief, Mr. Blanche H. Rosen, the Gadsby was reported by many students as giving a liberal to people of ideas. The existence of the Gadsby is a fait accompli. Large groups or those patterns are not enough.

One of the many controversial sections of the Gadsby papers were the columns dealing with their seminar assignments. "Hello, Ballyhoo," said one of the columns. "It’s not that I mind the ideas of the thing. It’s just that there’s no point in

Middlebury had this story to tell: "Last semester, a number of freshmen men decided to pull a huge stunt by setting a fire in one of the dormitories rooms, and a fire broke out. The fire spread quickly, and many students were evacuated. Mr. Licht and Mr. Leyden had been disturbed by the events of a person who feels that a fire has been treated unduly by the adm-

The idea was proposed by Craig Livingston, chairman of the Board of Student
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Peter Mimbello

Editorial

UNTRIVIAL DUE PROCESS

For a long time Craig Livingston has been saying that Council is concerned with trivial matters. Students must have agreed with him because in the election for Council Chairman he drew more votes than his two opponents combined.

The creation of a study committee at Mr. Livingston's suggestion to investigate Due Process procedures is one of the most untrivial things Council has done in a long while.

Bard is a liberal college. Yet, in this one respect we have been left far behind.

The creation of a student-faculty review board to examine decisions of the dean would be a large step forward in assuring students that they will not be arbitrarily suspended or expelled.

Being asked to leave college is a serious matter, and it is essential that a student's guilt be beyond question, both for his sake and the community.

It is harder to convince a committee of six than to convince one man. It stands to reason that a student who is obviously guilty will be judged by the committee, but in the rare case where a mistake has been made the committee might be able to bring it to the attention of the Administration.
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Drama:

by Peter Mimbello

Before certain time last Friday night, the Bard Theater was filled with students and faculty members. The Theatre Workshop at Bard College presented a bill of one-act plays, Louis Pirandello's "Right Are You If You Think You Are," and Arthur Miller's "A Memory of Two Mondays." The group was under the direction of George Brown, a former member of the Bard faculty.

The Workshop unfortunately chose two inferior plays by two superior playwrights, which is always a risky practice. In the Pirandello, the implicit irony was relayed but only by the cretinoid means. The essence of the killer play escaped the group completely, and they were puished in their effects by severe cuttings from the original script. This was a workshop with undeniably good intentions but good intentions do not always make good theater.

A talk with some of the actors proved my concern somewhat similar to Bard's. Besides learning that the Verplanck dial tone is in E, I found out that this Workshop is an active one. Recent productions have been Williams' "The Glass Menagerie" and Miller's "A View from the Briar Patch." I find this "Carnival of the Future" plans are for a production of O'Casey's "Juno and the Paycock." And actor Michael Case tells me, "You never see us! We're "King Lear!"

The Workshop hopes for another and more successful evening from the Marthgene College Workshop. The efforts of the Bard Theatre Department in arranging this visit are, I am sure. appreciated by the community.

Library Reorganized

In the opening of the Spring semester, Aaron L. Fessler, Director of the Library, has announced that the library will henceforth operate under a revised organization plan. Four major departments have been created, and the full-time staff assigned to them. These are: Evelyn Dayton, head, Acquisition Department; Richard L. Well, head, Reference Department, with additional responsibility for interlibrary loan and office management. Mrs. Katherine Lax, head, Reference Department, with additional responsibility for handling inter-library loans and the preparation of Library exhibits. Miss Mary Long, head, Circulation Department, with additional responsibility for the Art Library. Mrs. Julia Shain, head, Cataloging Department.

Music Review

by Peter Ganick

The pupils of Nadia Bouzianoff continue to fill the world with their good music. Now, a pianist and composer, played music of Debussy, Bartok, and Boulez, and another of Mme. Bouzianoff's students, Aaron Copland. It was in the Copland Piano Sonata (1941) that Mr. Lee excelled. It is an easy sonata, having many technical intricacies and contrasting moods, however Mr. Lee's fine sense of timing and clarity of interpretation made it a pleasure to bear. The last movement was especially impressive with its compositional effects.

One can see where Mr. Lee developed his sure technique; he also played Debussy's Estelle in E and Bartok's Three Estelles op. 18. Estelles, except for Chopin music, are rare concert choices today and Mr. Lee was able to bring out all the interest in the studies with his clarity and poignance. Both sets are very difficult to play, however in the Debussy he rather overplayed the music making it essentially for forcelled.

The second half of the concert was taken by the Sonata in B flat major op. 27, of Franz Schubert. His interpretation was much too rapid for me; it lacked the warmth that is Schubert's most important characteristic. One feels that he didn't change very much in the frame of mind from the first sonata, the sonata was beautiful to bear.

In all, the performance was a good one and we can hope for concerts of equal caliber to come.

New Board Chairman

Paul Whitcomb Williams, a senior partner in the firm of Cahill, Gordon, Reindel and O'doh, has been elected chairman of the Board of Trustees.

Mr. Williams is a former U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York and has served as State Supreme Court Justice. He has been active for several years in the New York Council of the Boy Scouts of America and is presently president of the Greater New York Division of the American Canoe Society.

A graduate of Harvard University and Harvard Law School, Mr. Williams was also instructor in government at Harvard from 1936-39.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Vietnam Defined

Ideology.

There are many different ideologies in Vietnam. The Communists are often termed the "Communists," but they are more accurately termed the "Communist Party." They are a relatively small group, and their influence is more felt in the countryside than in the cities. They are a disciplined group, with a strong sense of discipline and organization. They are a united group, with a strong sense of solidarity. They are a militant group, with a strong sense of purpose. They are a revolutionary group, with a strong sense of revolution.

And yet, they are a small group. They are not the majority in Vietnam. They are not the ruling class in Vietnam. They are not the majority of the population in Vietnam. They are not the most powerful group in Vietnam.

But they are a strong group. They are a disciplined group. They are a united group. They are a militant group. They are a revolutionary group. And they are a strong group.

They are a group that deserves our attention. They are a group that deserves our respect. They are a group that deserves our support. They are a group that deserves our understanding.
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Due Process

(Continued from Page One)

be distracted for cause. In no case shall the trial body include, or be appointed by a person who has heard charges or who is excepted to bringing charge.

b. To be prosecuted by someone other than a member of the trial body.

c. To be tried on one's own behalf or remain silent without any presumption of guilt.

d. To be exonerated under the principles of American jurisprudence.

e. To be tried from the possibility of another trial where one is acquitted, from being punished after having been acquitted by any trial body, or from receiving a greater punishment than that decreed upon by the initial trial body.

f. To be furnished, upon the request of the defendant, a record of the proceedings before any judicial body.

g. To appeal to a higher body or challenge the fairness of a punishment before a higher body.

h. To be free from punishment by universities officials for a violation of civil law where one's case is pending before civil courts, except where a clear and present danger may justify a temporary measure.

i. To be free from punishment by university officials for a violation of civil law where there is no clear relationship between the illegal act and the educational objectives of the university.

j. To be informed of the nature of the accusation behind a punishment.

k. To be free from punishment as an individual for the actions of other members of the group to which that individual belongs.

l. To the right to an open hearing and the right to a closed hearing at the defendant student's request.

Vietnam

(Continued from Page Two)

President Johnson's secret weapon against poverty. Knowing that our rural and conservative Congress wouldn't pass any bill large enough to end poverty he came up with a new scheme. One of two things will happen. Either the poor will get killed, everyone knows that only the poor get drafted anyway or, if they manage to survive they will benefit from President Johnson's Veteran's training bill which gives them enough money to go to school for three years and gives them the opportunity to lose themselves in the growing American middle class.

Work for the Observer

Needed:

- Writers
- Editors
- Columnists
- Proof Readers

Contact Harvey Fleetwood
The Dean of Women called in the guidance office of the ring leader and asked the girl if she knew what had happened. The girl answered, "I think you're going to be in a lot of trouble!" The Dean of Women promptly pulled out a list of all the girls who were in trouble and asked the girl to sign it. The girl laughed and said, "That's funny! I didn't even know you were going to be in trouble!"

**Poll Finds**
(Continued from Page One)

**First National Bank of Red Hook**
Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Traveler's Checks
Drive-In Banking
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
Tel. PL 8-2311

**COMPLETE AUTO BODY SERVICE**
Foreign and Domestic
COLLISION REPAIRS
24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE
RIKERT'S auto body
Rt. 9 North • TR 6-4740 • Rhinebeck

**Adolf's**
Good Food Liquor Beer

**Poll Finds**
(Continued from Page One)

"The Dean of Women calls in the guidance office of the ring leader and asks the girl if she knew the girl had taught the campusNullPointerException, etc., etc. The girl figured it wasn't one of the Dean of Women's business, so she said she didn't know him. The Dean of Women then threatened to tear the girl out of school.

"Everything was squared up finally through the aid of the ring leader's big dad, who was a dean at another college. Kid got back in school with a warning, etc. And one year of work.

**Director of Admissions**
George E. Hayard, assistant director since 1961, will become Director of Admissions on March 1, 1966.

Robert W. Birtchnell, assistant director, has resigned to accept appointment as Assistant Director of Financial Aid for the University at New York University.